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QUESTION 1

What are the Avamar 6 install and upgrade rules for Gen1 through Gen4 node technology? 

A. Gen4/3 can be installed new or upgraded. Gen2 can be upgraded only. Gen1 cannot be installed new or upgraded. 

B. Gen4 can only be installed new. Gen3/2 can be installed new or upgraded. Gen1 cannot be installed new or
upgraded. 

C. Gen4 can be installed new or upgraded. Gen3/2/1 can only be upgraded. 

D. Gen4 can only be installed new. Gen3/2 can only be upgraded. Gen1 cannot be installed new or upgraded. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens when a new storage node is deployed in the event of a storage node failure? 

A. A spare storage node must be deployed manually 

B. A spare storage node will be deployed automatically 

C. The utility node is automatically promoted to a storage node 

D. The utility node needs to be deployed manually 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An EMC Avamar customer, without premium support, has a requirement to recover from a failed storage node. What is
the minimum number of nodes, of all types, required to support this functionality? 

A. 1 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 5 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

The exhibit shows a portion of a DPN Summary report. 



Which field on the report indicates how much data has been transferred to the EMC Avamar server? 

A. ModSent 

B. TotalBytes 

C. ModReduced 

D. PcntCommon 

Correct Answer: A 

 





 

QUESTION 5



What is the function of an EMC Avamar spare node? 

A. Load balance the utility node 

B. Dynamically grow capacity 

C. Replace a failed data node 

D. NDMP accelerator 

Correct Answer: C 

 

https://emc--c.na5.visual.force.com/apex/KB_BreakFix_1?id=kA1700000000TkN 

 

QUESTION 6



A Microsoft Windows user is about to initiate an on-demand backup from the client interface when the utility node fails
on their multi-node EMC Avamar grid. What must be done prior to initiating the backup to ensure the backup will
complete successfully? 

A. Nothing. Backups are performed from the client to the storage nodes directly. 

B. The utility node must be replaced and the configuration restored prior to starting the backup. 

C. The spare node must be converted to a utility node and the configuration restored to it prior to starting the backup. 

D. The client must be activated temporarily to the first storage node and then the backup can continue. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7





What are characteristics of a single node server with integrated Data Domain? 

A. Non-RAIN; requires replication if Avamar Checkpoint data is backed up on Data Domain 

B. Non-RAIN; does not require replication if Avamar Checkpoint data is backed up on Data Domain 

C. RAIN; does not require replication if Avamar Checkpoint data is backed up on Data Domain 

D. RAIN; requires replication if Avamar Checkpoint data is backed up on Data Domain 

Correct Answer: B 

 



 

QUESTION 8

According to EMC Avamar best practices, what is the maximum ratio of database data to file system data that should
exist in an Avamar backup environment? 

A. 10:90 

B. 20:80 

C. 30:70 

D. 50:50 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which tool is used to move a client to a new domain in EMC Avamar 6.0? 

A. Client Manager 

B. Activation Manager 

C. Enterprise Manager 

D. Installation Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 



 

QUESTION 10

What is the correct order of activities performed during the EMC Avamar maintenance window? 

A. Garbage collect, checkpoint, HFS check, checkpoint 

B. Garbage collect, checkpoint, HFS check only 

C. Checkpoint, HFS check, garbage collect only 

D. Checkpoint, HFS check, checkpoint, garbage collect 

Correct Answer: A 

 



 

QUESTION 11

A storage administrator has successfully configured EMC Avamar to use Microsoft Windows Active Directory external
authentication. Which accounts and/or interfaces can be accessed by users set up to use this authentication? 

A. Avamar Administrator, Enterprise Manager, and Web Access 

B. MCUser, admin, and Enterprise Manager 

C. Avamar Administrator, root, and dpn 

D. MCUser, Web Access, and root 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A company recently deployed an EMC Avamar Gen4 server with Avamar 6.0 software to protect their data. The backup
administrator wants system state protection for their critical Microsoft Windows 2003 servers. 

What is the recommended method? 

A. HomeBase embedded feature 

B. Windows Server Backup 

C. NTBackup option 

D. HomeBase embedded with HomeBase server 

Correct Answer: A 
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